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“A pragmatic, health-based approach... a refreshing change from the moral and high-cultural preening that 
sometimes enter this debate.” - Mike Hale, The New York Times 

 
“Lays out its pro-organic arguments forcefully...yet the tone is gentle, the music French, and the food shot 

so delectably that you can all but smell the freshly baked bread.”-Bob Mondello, NPR 
 

“A crucially important document in the fight for healthy food and shows how one community is able to do 
it; providing a blueprint for the rest of the world.” –This Week in New York 

  
“Informative and entertaining!… a blueprint that others might follow to bring organic, healthy and socially 

responsible food production and preparation to their communities.”  
–Jennifer Merin, About.com 

 
“A refreshing perspective, a viable solution …Will have everyone craving a salt-of-the-earth dinner and a 

trip to Provence.” -Yana Litovsky, Film Forward 
 

“Interesting and productive …a must-see for environmentalists, educators, politicians and the public 
interested in preserving what's left of our environment and health.” 

–James Van Maanen, TrustMovies 
 

“Compelling…a call to arms.” –Gabriella Gershenson, Time Out New York 
 

“Affecting, effective revealing …the ideas that fuel this film are valuable.” 
–Kimber Myers, All Movie Guide 

 
“Powerful, thought provoking.” –Hollywood Go 

 
“Eye-opening.” –Paulina Kajankova, Organic Spa Magazine 

 
“A crucially important document in the fight for healthy food and shows how one community is able to do 

it, providing a blueprint for the rest of the world.” 
-This Week in New York 

 
"If there is a film to see this year about the environment and our health, it is 'Food Beware'." 

- Le Monde 
 

“More concerned with focusing on solutions than in simply sounding the alarm.”  
–Andrew Schenker, Slant Magazine 

 
“A Must-See!” –Viva Magazine (France) 

 
“Make(s) case that the cancer epidemic of our epoch is directly related to chemical-laden agriculture … it 

does not preach to the audience and even sustains a meditative and lyrical quality throughout.” –Louis 
Proyect, The Unrepentant Marxist 

 
“A Powerful, Important Film! An Inspiring and Educational Tale.”  

–La Vie Verte (A Guide to What’s Green In France) 
 

“What we found remarkable about this movie is that not only is it a warning cry but also indeed mostly it is 
a celebration of life and hope offering very simple solutions.”  

–World Wildlife Fund (France) 
 


